One of the key problems facing users of large scale unsteady CFD is dealing with the huge amounts of results data. Writing, storing, moving and post-processing vast unsteady datasets can take far more time than running the calculations themselves and interferes with useful interpretation and reporting of results. A powerful solution that is emerging to resolve this issue is to perform data extraction for post-processing in a manner that is integrated within the calculations themselves. Termed 'in situ' post-processing, this method can ensure that the new simulations being contemplated can really be useful to the customer.
Intelligent Light, author of the commercially available Computational Fluid Dynamics post-processing software FieldView is working to integrate and commercialize the Department of Energy's Open-Source post-processing software VisIt, which provides in situ capability. VisIt was developed by the Department of Energy (DOE) Advanced Simulation and Computing Initiative (ASCI) at Lawrence Livermore National Lab to visualize and analyze the results of terascale simulations. It is a free interactive parallel visualization and graphical analysis tool for viewing scientific data on Unix and PC platforms. FieldView and VisIt both contain a rich set of visualization features that allow the user to view their data in a variety of ways and allow visualization of scalar and vector fields defined on two-and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) structured and unstructured meshes. The combined FieldView and VisIt will allow users to benefit from FieldView's intuitive user interface and the highly scalable VisIt servers and advanced data analysis features. A key benefit is the ability to perform In-Situ Processing through the use of VisIt-Libsim. Libsim is an open-source library that can be used to instrument a simulation code and allow VisIt load simulation data directly from the simulation code and then apply its visualization tools "In-situ". With In-Situ processing, the solver and the visualization server processes share the same memory space. The instrumentation of the simulation code requires minimal modification to the application code base. Once instrumented, FieldView-VisIt allows the user to perform traditional visualization/postprocessing tasks such as creating an iso-surface of vorticity to enable the user to view the wake of a submarine without writing solution data files to disk. In addition, the user could monitor the time evolution via two dimensional line plots of the solution residuals or the force and moments predicted by the solver. This seminar will discuss the integration between FieldView and VisIt and how this capability will benefit large unsteady CFD simulations.
